Optimum tube voltage for chest radiographs obtained by psychophysical analysis.
Many kinds of x-ray films having various characteristic curves have been developed for chest radiographs. In general, a phototiming device for determination of a mAs value which gives a proper exposure has been used for a chest radiography. For each film, however, the x-ray tube voltage has been determined by the subjective evaluation of radiologists or radiological technologists. In this paper, we propose a new method for determining the optimum tube voltage for chest radiographs using psychophysical analysis. The optimum density and the optimum density range of a screen/film system are obtained from the gradient curve of film and the minimum perceptible contrast delta Dmin [Acta Radiol. Diagnos. 4, 463-476 (1966)]. The optimum tube voltage, by which the lowest density of a mediastinum and the highest density of a lung field just cover the optimum density range, is obtained using the x-ray photon spectrum and sensitivity spectrum of the screen. This objective method does not depend on personal subjective evaluation, therefore it is available for the determination of optimum tube voltage for chest radiographs to be observed by many doctors of various departments.